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VSP: Marketing.  
«For us marketing is a complete business process. 
We do not separate marketing tasks from other 
tasks facing our team. Detailed understanding of 
special capabilities of technical solutions by partners-
manufacturers; a programme of competitive 
intelligence; the whole standard tool set for 
communication with a customer — site, specialised 
literature, seminars, exhibitions, … — this is 
marketing. All this in the end makes it possible to 
efficiently solve technical tasks posed by our 
customers».

On the one hand, every company has got its own thesaurus. Every company places a special accent on one or the 
other concept, looking at it in the light of business experience and values.
For one company, marketing is a classic concept of «organizing products manufacturing and sales based on research 
of market demand in products and services»; for the other — «marketing is a market philosophy, strategy and tactics of 
thinking and actions by the market participants: not only manufacturers and intermediaries in commercial activities, but 
consumers and suppliers, practicing economists, scientists, whole organisations up to governmental bodies»; and 
finally — «the aim of marketing is to make sales efforts unnecessary. The aim is to know and understand a client so 
well, that a product or service will absolutely suit the latter and will sell on its own».
In the end, it’s not that important who and which way interprets the concept; in the first place, in business a real value 
of this or other company in the eco system is important. As a tool, marketing could be one of the considerable business 
components, aiming not only at efficiency improvement of the company itself, but in the first place, marketing has to 
provide for better efficiency indices of the customer’s working process.
For the sake of analysis let us take a traditional marketing definition — «organizing products manufacturing and sales 
based on research of market demand in products and services». The higher the company competence, the better 
understanding of the market, expectations and customer demands, the more expertise the company avails in «product 
sales», then, obviously, the higher the quality of a solution offered to the customer on a concrete task, to say nothing of 
possibilities of a frame long-term cooperation.

proActive approach and information 
platform.
In the context of VSP tasks, we group our marketing activities into the following two blocks — proActive approach and 
information platform.
proActive approach — business trip activities, participation in exhibitions, running special seminars, frame marketing 
practice
(for example, ROSNEFT Special customer), special marketing events (for example, presentation of a new product to 
the market), …
Under the information platform we imply such tools as site, specialised brochures on various company businesses, 
information bulletins, company social accounts, product technical catalogues in Russian, an on-going advertising 
campaign both in industry publications, and on-line,…

Taking a closer look at who in the company carries out the functions, we may identify two groups of employees —
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Sales and Marketing. This is the approach we take — not to separate the work on Sales and Marketing. To our mind, 
only a united team of specialists on marketing and sales may achieve special results, and in the end, provide the 
customer with a comprehensive solution at the required level. Joining experience and skills of marketing and sales 
specialists, we strive to provide customers with a holistic approach, minimizing customers’ resources, both time and 
finance, related to a process task solution.

With such an approach it is important to keep the team motivated for success, so that all are interested in achieving the 
result, reaching sales targets. Working on our fourth revision of the Company Bonus system, we have taken the 
approach that Marketing and Sales specialists should focus at a common aim, and in case of getting to the right level 
of sales, the company will undertake to pay a relevant bonus to Sales and Marketing specialists.

On Quality.
At the time of continuous information noise, it is also important to give the customer a really useful information; which 
highly likely will be in demand. To find a balance between the desire to tell as much as possible and highlight what is 
really important is of principle consideration in a successful strategy of keeping the customer informed. We consider for 
the customer to get an accurate information material far more important, than to be attacked with spam. At the same 
time, the information needs to be accurate and verified, especially in terms of the company specialising on such critical 
solutions as, for example, intrinsically safe interfaces and systems. Mistakes and inaccuracies are unaccеptable.

In our work we try to keep in line with high quality standards. Keeping in mind VSP standards in force and Rules for 
Information materials preparation in particular.

On resource allocation.
Lacking focus in work, is obviously leading to diminishing efficiency of a practice. With the resources limited (and in 
fact, any resources have some limitations, be it budget, time etc.) it is particularly important to choose a business line, 
a concrete product which will be focused on. Of course, a company marketing activities can’t be concentrated on just 
one subject — a balance needs to be observed.

This is the approach we try to keep with when generating our marketing plans. The team selects a special focus to go 
for during the year with most of the time and budget to be allocated. As an example, in 2016 the focus was on MTL 
solutions in terms of Functional Safety Standards. (1) A special brochure «MTL Solutions: Functional Safety 
Standards» was published early in the year; (2) in April a VSP team took part in the International Oil&Gas exhibition in 
Moscow with the booth «MTL IS technologies and solutions in terms of Functional Safety Standards» presenting to 
company customers the latest solutions by the partner-manufacturer; (3) during the year VSP specialists carried out a 
number of meetings with engineering companies and end-users focusing on compliance of MTL solutions with 
Functional Safety Standards, SIL3 included; (4) in October the team participated in Oil&Gas exhibition in Perm, the 
theme of the booth being «MTL IS technologies and solutions in terms of Functional Safety Standards»; (5) closing the 
cycle, in March 2017 we carried out a specialized seminar «MTL IS technologies and solutions in terms of Functional 
Safety Standards» in Ufa for industry branch specialists.

Programme practice.
Marketing is a dynamic and a constantly changing practice. Without an up-to-date knowledge of the latest trends, 
technologies in marketing, one cannot rely on a competitive position in the market. A permanent Educational 
Programme is implemented in the company covering a wide range of all sorts of opportunities open to the company 
specialists. These opportunities make it possible for VSP employees to get new skills and knowledge.

http://www.vsp-co.org/en-08-2018-03.html 

An integral element of the marketing team operation is no doubt a Programme of Competition Intelligence. Poor 
knowledge of the market, current and prospective trends, lacking to understand strong points of competitive solutions 
in fact equal lack of understanding of the future of business.
We focused on the Programme of Competition Intelligence development in 2017. It is a standing relevant practice in 
the company, and it has already justified its consistency and unconditional importance.

http://www.vsp-co.org/en-08-2018-06.html 

http://www.vsp-co.org/en-08-2018-03.html
http://www.vsp-co.org/en-08-2018-06.html
http://www.vsp-co.org/en-08-2018-03.html
http://www.vsp-co.org/en-08-2018-06.html
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KINEF: Specialised  
seminar-practicum  
"Parker Hannifin Connectors".  
"Parker Hannifin, a leading company in design and 
manufacture of instrumentation products identifies 
the following priorities in its work — quality 
characteristics of the manufactured products and 
new engineering developments. (1) High quality 
metal for manufacturing instrumentation products, (2) 
high quality standards for production process, (3) 
unique patented processing of a final product, and (4) 
continuous work in proprietary engineering centres 
on new developments — these are intrinsic values 
characteristic of Parker Hannifin as the manufacturer 
of high quality products with 100 years history» — 
this way we commented in our invitation letter sent to 
the seminar participants.

On February, 22 in Kirishi, there was a seminar-practicum "Parker Hannifin Connectors" held during which VSP and 
Parker presented the new solutions on instrumentation products as follows:
- Parker Hannifin manifolds series HBSNV; 
- Solenoid valves for oil and gas applications; Flanged and double flanged products, Pro-Spool manifolds;
- New Autoclave FCC technology for fast tube connection for high pressure and vibration applications;
- Demonstration of a set tool for pre-assembly of 25 mm fittings;
- Demonstration of a set tool for a Phastite non-welding connection.
 
In the course of the seminar VSP made an announcement on the decision taken to extend warranty terms for the 
supplied Parker Hannifin instrumentation products up to three years. http://www.vsp-co.org/en-01-2019-08.html 
Representatives of KINEF, specialists of SZMA and SPIK SZMA participated in the seminar. As we see it, the seminar 
participants obtained new, useful and interesting information. We are glad that summing up the seminar, the specialists 
noted a positive outcome from their participation.

We are grateful to KINEF, SPIK SZMA and SZMA 
specialists for an opportunity to present new 
solutions on Parker Hannifin instrumentation 
products, and to demonstrate specialised set tools in 
operation.
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NEFTEGAS-2019, Ufa: 
goals and results  

of work at the 
exhibition.  

From 21 to 24 May, 2019 a team of VSP specialists in Ufa presented to customers and 
partners the latest developments in intrinsic safety at the booth «New MTL solutions for 

Intrinsic Safety». It was the third time this year that we participated in the international 
exhibition «Gas. Oil. Technologies».

 
VSP booth in 2016: "MTL  intrinsically safe technologies 
 and solutions in terms of Functional Safety Standards".

VSP booth in 2017: "Gecma Work Station — MTL computer terminal  
for process visualization".

VSP booth in 2019: "New MTL solutions for Intrinsic Safety".

The main goal of VSP specialists at the 
exhibition this year was to present a 

new MTL830C system for temperature 
signals multiplexing — the latest 

solution by our partner-manufacturer.
http://www.vsp-co.org/01-2019-06.html 

Besides, industry specialists also showed interest in the new  
Eaton Electric (former MTL Instruments) solutions as follows:

- New modules of signal conditioners MTL1000 series;
- New modules MTL4500 / MTL5500 series, IS barriers with galvanic isolation;

- New IS barriers MTL7700 shunt-diode series;
in addition to a wide spectrum of already familiar to end users MTL solutions.

 
Representatives of Bashneft, Gasprom Neftekhim Salavat, Bashkir Soda Company, 

PETON specialists, Transneft, OZNA, Tatneft, Yokogawa, representatives of 
engineering companies,… we were glad with the opportunity to tell in detail about new 
MTL solutions providing for efficient operation of process control systems and reliable 

intrinsically safe protection at contemporary industrial enterprises.
 

During the exhibition VSP representatives met with some customers and partners. VSP 
employees held negotiations with specialists of Nefteavtomatika, OZNA, 

Bashgiproneftekhim, NGI on questions related to cooperation on Instrumentation 
products line as well. There was an important meeting for us with a new partner and 
supplier of Instrumentation products — Panam Engineers, India. During the meeting 
further steps on cooperation development in Russia were discussed and agreed.  A 

final meeting with one of the candidates for the position of Technical support engineer, a 
newly opened vacancy in Ufa, took place.

 
We are happy with the results of participation in the Ufa exhibition and would like to say 

thank you to customers for the opportunity to discuss current tendencies 
 in the automation market.

We are grateful to our partner Eaton Electric (former MTL Instruments) for the support,  
and Vladimir Frolov for taking part in the work at the booth.

http://vsp-co.org/05-2016-09.html
http://vsp-co.org/en-05-2017-09.html
http://www.vsp-co.org/01-2019-06.html
http://vsp-co.org/05-2016-09.html
http://vsp-co.org/en-05-2017-09.html
http://www.vsp-co.org/01-2019-06.html


"ROSNEFT: 
Special Customer": 
a business trip 
to Samara.  
'I have joined the Programme «ROSNEFT Special Customer» in 2015. 
It turns to be really interesting, multitasking and a multifacet work. For 
myself personally, I single out two main points. In the first place, from a 
professional aspect it presents an opportunity to communicate with 
specialists at customers’ sites who have valuable practical experience. 
In the second place,  it is a possibility to travel around Russia — 
Tuapse, Krasnoyarsk, Komsomolsk-on-Amur — just examples of the 
cities I visited  for the last half a year.’

Roman Kanshin, Business Line Manager
http://vsp-co.org/en-about.html 

 
 
The VSP employee presented to specialists of Samaraneftegas, 
Syzran OR, SIBINTEK, engineers of the integrator some new MTL 
solutions:

- a new series of signal conditioners MTL1000;
- new additions to MTL7700 Zener barriers range;
- new additions to MTL4500/MTL5500 isolators range;
- HART multiplexer range upgrade;
- a new series of temperature multiplexers MTL830C;
- intrinsically safe computer terminals GECMA Work Station.

Based on the results of the 
meeting a plan for further 
actions was generated aiming 
at providing the end-user with 
reliable and effective solution 
for intrinsic safety for 
uninterrupted plant operation.

We are grateful to the colleagues for a possibility to discuss 
prospective tasks on further development of oil refining sector and are 
actively proceeding with development of business with one of the key 
VSP customers in Russia — ROSNEFT.
A number of activities are planned for the year in terms of the 
Programme realisation which we expect would provide for further 
strengthening of relationship with ROSNEFT.

Site section: Projects VSP / ROSNEFT …>>

http://vsp-co.org/en-about.html
http://vsp-co.org/rosneft_en.html
http://vsp-co.org/en-about.html
http://vsp-co.org/rosneft_en.html
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